PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Actian X

Vectorized Native Hybrid Database
Actian X is a combination of industry-leading Ingres
transactional and Vector analytics database, world-class
integration and robust monitoring tool. Actian X runs
business-critical systems for Fortune 100 companies
and government agencies with industry-leading
customer satisfaction ratings.

“The reasons why we originally
chose Ingres and continue to rely
on the database is due to the
great functionality, high levels of
reliability and stability, a costeffective licensing model. It's
backed up with excellent support.
When we compare Ingres to other
database technologies on the
market, the Ingres database
continues to be one of the best
choices to power our flight
planning.”
RUDI KOFFER, SENIOR DATABASE SOFTWARE
ARCHITECT, LUFTHANSA AIRLINES

BENEFITS & VALUE
Operational Analytics: Actian X combines a recordbreaking analytic engine with rock-solid OLTP to
enable enterprise applications with both OLTP and
analytic features.
Integration Included: Connect Actian X and Ingres
applications to the rest of the enterprise with an endto-end solution for designing deploying and
managing integration.
Enterprise Ready: Low TCO, ultra-stable enterprise
RDBMS with 24X7 global support.

CAPABILITIES
■ Incremental Analytics made easy: Adding
recording-breaking analytics to Ingres applications
is simple-create a table and copy the data you need.
Sales access methods, same queries – just
tremendously faster results.
■

Monitor Database System Health: Use preconfigured plug-ins to keep track of the health of
Actian X and Ingres databases and host systems.
Keep business-critical applications in top shape and
get better planning for scheduled.

■ Easy Test and tune using OLTP features: allow
per-query parallelism for developers to test and
tune application performance while storing the
data in a columnar format for faster access.

CUSTOMERS
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